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The papers and research materials of George Herzog, 
leading ethnomusicologist of the 1930s to the early 1950s, 
are now available at the Archives of Traditional Music. 
These materials not only add insight into the life of this 
consummate scholar, but also chronicle the development 
of the discipline in an era characterized by rapid 
transformations in recording technology and the 
relocation of ethnographic sound documents. That 
Herzog's publications successfully integrate the theoretical 
shift between the German school of comparative 
musicology and American studies in musical ethnography 
is a matter of record. His private letters reveal an effort to 
find a reliable preservation medium for sound recordings 
in order to establish in America a single institution 
dedicated to the study of the world's music. 

Herzog brought to this task a firm grasp of pertinent 
issues based on his education under the foremost 
musicologists and anthropologists of the early twentieth 
century. Born on 11 December 1901, in Budapest, he was 
the first child and only son of Jewish parents, Otto and 
Irene (Baxbaum) Herzog. His father, an amateur violinist 
and wealthy manager of a local milling company, 
encouraged the son's desire to become a concert pianist. 
The best musicians were engaged for his early education, 
most notably the composer and famed interpreter of 
Hungarian folksongs, Bela Bartok. From 1917 to 1919, 
George Herzog studied at the Royal Academy of Music in 
Budapest, where his respect for the creative potential of 
folk music was furthered in composition classes offered 
by Zoltan Kodaly. Unfortunately, the anti-Semitic Admiral 
Nicholas Horthy rose to power in Hungary in 1920, and 
Herzog was prevented from taking the examinations 
which qualified students for university admission. He 
then went to Vienna to study at the Academy of Music. 
After one year, he became dissatisfied with his progress 
and transferred to the Hochschule fur Musik in Berlin, 
where he studied "exotic" musical instruments with Curt 
Sachs and African languages with Diederich Westermann. 
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Herzog was able to attend lectures on the comparative 
study of folk and primitive music given by members of 
the Berlin Phonogramm-Archiv, Europe's largest sound 
archive. From 1922 through 1924, Herzog served as an 
unpaid research assistant to the director of the Archiv, 
Erich M. von Hornbostel, helping to organize the 
collections and transcribing over four hundred of the 
cylinders. 

Von Hornbostel's insistence upon precision and 
objectivity made a lasting impression on Herzog, whose 
later attempts to establish an American sound archive 
were modeled after the standards set by his mentor. The 
Berlin Phonogramm-Archiv was a center for scholarly 
research in comparative musicology, and it expended 
considerable time and energy towards the dissemination 
of world music. Von Hornbostel coordinated an 
international exchange of the nearly 10,000 ethnographic 
cylinder records held in the Archiv. Since 1906, this 
exchange had been made possible by a preservation 
process Herzog termed "galvanolysis." Original cylinders 
were cast in indestructible copper negatives from which 
any number of positive cylinder copies could be made 
available to interested scholars. In 1924, Franz Boas, who 
had periodically sent cylinders recorded by himself and 
his associates to be copied at the Archiv, asked von 
Hornbostel to send him a student who could be trained 
to carry out anthropological investigations of American 
Indian music. Von Hornbostel offered the opportunity to 
Herzog and he eagerly accepted, motivated in part by 
political conditions in Germany at the time. Before 
Herzog could enter Columbia University, he had to take 
the examinations which were denied him in Hungary. In 
1924, Herzog's family moved to Serbia, and Herzog took 
the exams in the Yugoslav language. In 1925, George 
Herzog began graduate study in anthropology at 
Columbia University. 

It was an auspicious time to enter America's most 
influential community of anthropologists. Educated by 
Boas and Ruth Benedict, Herzog's colleagues-Margaret 
Mead, Melville Herskovits, Ruth Bunzel, Thelma 
Adamson, Alexander Lesser, Gene Weltfish, Melville 
Jacobs, Gladys Reichard-were formulating field methods 
and theoretical positions that would shape the course of 
modern anthropology. Herzog's studies in musicology 
were a natural complement to the rising interest in Indian 



From the Director 

Fifty years ago, George Herzog requested and received 
funds from Franz Boas to purchase equipment for what 
would become the Archives of Folk and Primitive Music, 
now the Indiana University Archives of Traditional Music. 
This issue documents the role Herzog played in 
ethnomusicology, and some of the frustrations he 
encountered (and in some cases caused) as he worked to 
put together a professional archive of recorded sound. 
Carol Inman writes about George Herzog's professional 
life through the early 1950's. Marilyn Graf provides a list 
of the important documentation and transcriptions that 
have surfaced as she has sorted through the more than 
one hundred boxes of papers and books purchased from 
the Herzog estate by Indiana University after his death in 
1983. 

George Herzog was often frustrated by a lack of funds; 
institutions did not feel they had sufficient money to 
allocate some to preserving sound recordings. While the 
Archives of Traditional Music is better funded than ever 
before, we count on the generosity of the Friends of the 
Archives to supplement the budgetary resources. If you 
did not make a donation last year, please send a 
contribution now. In a future issue I will describe how 

dramatically your contributions facilitate the Archives' 
operations. 

On the subject of donations, construction of the new 
facilities for the Archives will be completed in February, 
and we will be moving this spring. While I hope to obtain 
some new laboratory equipment from the administration 
and grant money, there are some items of used 
equipment that would be extremely useful to us. Here is 
a kind of "wish list" for the new facilities. (1) A Wurlitzer 
(or other model) juke-box in working condition for public 
use, (2) several good quality reel-to-reel tape recorders for 
the listening area (perhaps those of you who are 
switching to cassette or compact disk could donate your 
old ones), (3) several electric typewriters (perhaps from 
those of you who have bought computers). If you have 
any of these and would like to donate them, please 
contact us by letter or telephone. Contributions to Indiana 
University are tax-deductible. 

Just as Herzog appealed to many different individuals 
and institutions for help in establishing an Archives in 
the United States, I appeal to you to contribute to it fifty 
years later through your support, donations, and 
additions to our collections. 

esthetics, his associates sought out his advice on field period in anthropology when artifacts were hastily 
recording, and he was given unrestricted access to the collected from the Indians without regard to their 
large co ection 0 et nograp ic cylin er records at t-C-::-e--=---":====meaning in social context or how they might be used by 
American Museum of Natural History (AMNH). the institutions that housed them. Herzog had very 

There were at the time approximately 10,000 field- definite ideas about how these materials could prove 
recorded cylinder recordings scattered throughout the valuable to the wider scientific community, and as a first-
United States and Canada. More often than not, these year graduate student, he expressed his concern over 
collections, whether in the hands of private individuals, their mismanagement. 
museums or universities, were uncataloged and Since the fidelity of a cylinder record lessens in quality 
neglected. They were the forgotten relics of an earlier every time it is played, Herzog found it unfortunate that 

cylinders recorded by American scholars had not been 
copied to ensure the originals "against damages by 
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casualties or by transcription."l He recommended the 
"galvanolysis" process developed at Berlin, but few 
American institutions had generated enough money or 
interest to ship their collections overseas. Herzog 
lamented the fact that "only a small part of the 
phonographic collections in the United States [had been] 
conserved by this method."2 It was not until the time of 
his first post-doctoral appointment that the recording 
industry in America had sufficiently evolved to allow him 
to undertake a systematic preservation of these valuable 
sound documents. 

On 17 January 1933, Herzog, then a research associate 
at Yale's Institute of Human Relations, wrote Charles 
Seeger: 

Since I have come to the U.s.A., I have been thinking 
of the necessity of establishing a Phonogramm
Archive that would satisfy the interests of the 
anthropologist, folklorist, musicologist and musician, 
not to mention the psychologist, etc. Now that 
recording methods have developed so rapidly, the 
time seems to be more than ripe for such an 
enterprise ..... 



The recent advent of the alumninum disk phonorecorder 
promised to provide a medium upon which cylinder 
recordings could be preserved. Aluminum disks, ranging 
in diameter from 6 to 16 inches, were, unlike cylinders, 
unbreakable, able to withstand adverse climatic 
conditions, and marketed with claims that they would not 
diminish in fidelity after repeated playings. Herzog and 
Seeger were excited by the demonstration of a new 
machine by Walter C. Garwick, sales manager of 
recording instruments for the Fairchild Aerial Camera 
Corporation. Fairchild targeted anthropologists and 
archivists, as well as musicians, as likely consumers for 
its new product. 

The versatile Fairchild recorder operated on AC current 
or dry batteries and could be adapted to draw power 
from automobile or wet batteries for field recording. The 
cactus thorn needles were advertised to play a full 30 
minutes "without any apparent breakdown."3 What 
particularly excited Herzog was an attachment on the 
Fairchild machine which allowed the transfer of music 
from the perishable cylinders onto the new "permanent" 
metal disks. Its field capabilities had been tested by John 
Lomax in the prison camps of the South, in Gullah 
recordings made by Lorenzo Turner at Fisk University, 
and on Connecticut dialect records made by Miles Hanley 
and Gertrude Kurath. 4 In the summer of 1933, George 
Herzog and Laura Boulton used a Fairchild for recording 
American Indians at the Chicago World's Fair. 

Herzog and Helen Roberts, his associate at Yale, urged 
d reluctant Sapir to at least rent the Fairchild recorder for 
a trial period in support of their plans to establish at Yale 
a sound archive of national importance. 5 

In 1933, the two musicologists had already deposited 
from their personal collections, and collections entrusted 
to them by others, notably Mary C. Wheelright, over two 
thousand cylinders in the new Yale archive. Herzog and 
Roberts felt certain that other individuals and institutions 
would agree to turn over their collections if Yale could 
guarantee their preservation. The Carnegie Foundation 
provided funds to purchase the Fairchild, and in the fall 
of 1933 Sapir allowed the two a modest budget to proceed 
with their ambitious plans. 

Herzog had compiled for von Hornbostel a list of all 
cylinder collections in America, and early in 1933 he and 
Roberts used this catalog to send out a circular 
announcing the foundation of a sound archives at Yale. 6 

They offered to "save existing collections and to render 
them more useful" by transferring the "obsolete" 
cylinders onto aluminum disks at fees varying from $.50 
to $.75, depending upon whether the originals were to be 
deposited at Yale. 7 

In his first flush of optimism, Herzog anticipated that 
Yale would acquire the large cylinder collections held at 
the AMNH (ca. 2500), the National Museum of Canada 
(1530) and even the Bureau of American Ethnology 
(3240).8 The response to the plan for an archive was not 
always enthusiastic. Alfred Kroeber's reply to Herzog 
enumerated the major reasons for the ultimate failure of 
the project. Y 

Kroeber warned that few institutions during the 
Depression could afford the shipping and copying costs. 
Some were concerned about the legal implications of such 

an endeavor and worried about collector's rights to the 
recordings. Many directors felt that their facilities had 
invested too much money towards the collection of field 
cylinder recordings to donate them to Yale. While most 
institutions agreed in principle to cooperate with the Yale 
archive, they preferred to have the copying done in-house 
by their own people. 

Dr. Herzog spent the next two years advising separate 
institutions about their collections rather than 
consolidating their holdings as he had hoped. His 
frustration increased as it was discovered that Fairchild 
disks did not wear as well as Garwick had promised. 
When the Guggenheim Foundation offered him a 
fellowship in 1935, a much discouraged Herzog took a 
leave of absence from Yale in order to prepare a book on 
primitive music. 

In the spring of 1936, Franz Boas was to retire from 
Columbia University, and he offered Herzog a lectureship 
in linguistics and primitive music. Before accepting the 
position, Herzog inquired if he might have a small 
budget for sound recording. The answer was affirmative, 
and Dr. Herzog began to teach at Columbia in the fall of 
1936. He established America's first course of study in 
ethnomusicology, and his reputation drew music students 
from throughout the country. The core group of 1936-
Jane Richardson, William Lipkind, Dorianne Wooley and 
Martha Champion-later expanded to include other 
notables such as Willard Rhodes and David McAllester. 
Herzog used primary research materials in his teaching. 
He employed Native American speakers such as Chief 
Sam Blowsnake, a Winnebago living in Brooklyn, for 
linguistic demonstrations and played copies of cylinder 
records for listening examples and transcription exercises 
in primitive music. 

In his continuing search for a sound technology 
suitable to his needs, Herzog called upon Lincoln 
Thompson of the Sound Specialties Company in 
Stamford, Connecticut, who had copied cylinders onto 
aluminum discs for the Yale archives. Thompson 
manufactured a line of machines which permitted the 
rerecording of cylinders onto either aluminum or the 
new, lighter weight acetate disks. His recorders used 
long-lasting diamond or sapphire needles, operated on 
AC current, and could be fitted with a gasoline engine for 
field use. These gasoline-powered phonographs were 
used by Milman Parry and Albert Lord in recording 
Yugoslav epics and by Colin McPhee for his work in 
Bali. 10 Herzog was intrigued by Thompson's invention of 
a repeating device which greatly facilitated the 
transcription process. 

Columbia's archive, although not formally named, 
gradually increased with the addition of recordings 
collected by George Herzog, his students and colleagues. 
In 1937 Dr. Herzog was appointed assistant professor of 
anthropology at Columbia. In 1939, he was given a large 
budget to officially found an Archives of Folk and 
Primitive Music. 

His recording laboratory included much of Thompson's 
basic equipment augmented by attachments designed for 
Herzog by an engineer named Mark Potter. He had a 
three-turntable rerecording unit, five field phonographs, 
ample disks of varying sizes and types, airtight storage 



cabinets, technicians, a half-time secretary, and fire instrumental in securing positions for Mieczyslaw 
insurance. With these resources, Herzog was at last in a Kolinski and Bela Bart6k in the United States. These 
position to develop the archives he had envisioned since struggles, together with the loss of friends and loved 
his arrival in the United States. ones, took their toll on Herzog, who began to experience 

His first order of business was to copy onto disks all the incapacitating periods of depression that would 
the cylinders deposited by students at Columbia ultimately cut short his career. 
University for the AMNH, and then, by reciprocal In 1948, Carl Voegelin invited Herzog to join the 
arrangement, the AMNH allowed him to transfer their recently founded anthropology department at Indiana 
cylinders to Columbia and provide the museum with disk University. Herzog was able to persuade officials at the 
copies. Chicago's Field Museum asked Herzog to preserve AMNH and at Columbia University to allow him to 
their collection of 1500 cylinders, and private collectors transport their recorded materials to the midwest with the 
throughout the country sent their recordings to Herzog understanding that he would rerecord them again if the 
for safekeeping. In addition, a number of Dr. Herzog's newly developed plastic tape proved stable enough to 
colleagues loaned their collections to him for transcription provide a lasting preservation medium. Some collectors 
into musical notation. Those transcriptions were often were less than satisfied with this arrangement. Others 
published as appendices to other scholar's works. By were unaware of it, and wrote the Indiana archives years 
accident or design, some recordings became a part of later to inquire about their collections. Their 
Columbia's collection. consternation grew as Herzog's illness became more 

Herzog recopied all the cylinders on Yale's Fairchild pronounced and he was unable to complete the terms of 
aluminum disks onto acetate disks and acquired in his agreement with the AMNH. 
exchange duplicates of cylinders held in the important In 1954, Bruno Nettl and later George List, both 
anthropology museums of California, Washington, New students of Herzog's at Indiana University, were asked to 
Mexico, and Washington, D.C. Many prominent undertake the rerecording of the cylinder collection for 
ethnomusicologists such as Frances Densmore, Curt the AMNH. List reorganized all of the collections brought 
Sachs and Bela Bart6k, conducted research at Columbia's by Dr. Herzog into what is now the Archives of 
archive. John and Alan Lomax took Leadbelly to the Traditional Music. Because of Herzog's early retirement, 
archive to make his first recording. By the end of World his papers, manuscripts and library were sealed into 
War II, Herzog estimated that he held disk copies of boxes and placed in storage pending his anticipated but 
10,000 cylinders of American Indian music alone, indeed never complete recovery. As these arrangements were 
the largest single collection in the United States. 11 formalized, Herzog, in a somewhat uneven letter to Harry 

During the war years, the materials Dr. Herzog Shapiro, Curator of Anthropology at the AMNH, 
acquired-were often of poor-qualityrAUd he worried.abcuo .ull-L-t ___ ~umrned up his struggle with the preserv:ation of Sfil.LL1D.LLL.ld_~ 

their value as preservation mediums. Some museums, recordings: 
such as the AMNH, complained about the quality of the To recall this back history, the aim ... was to furnish 
disk copies Herzog had sent them. As recording the Museum with copies of the valuable and fragile 
technology expanded, Herzog experimented with acetate- cylinders in a modern medium. This was at first a 
coated metal disks, wire recordings, and paper tape, matter of disk copies; during World War 
hoping to find a better method of sound conservation. 2 ... aluminum disks were the current medium, and 
The best developments in recording technology were then not too satisfactory ... war-time aluminum was 
available only to the military, who, incidentally, took over unavoidably of uneven quality (and even so [was] 
the Archives' supply of unrecorded records in 1943. gotten by Columbia University for the purpose by 

Like many American anthropologists during the war, exercising considerable effort); further we could only 
Herzog worked for the Office of War Information. While get 16" disks which are an unhandy size. Next 
comparing Hitler's radio addresses with the versions came ... acetate disks, but soon after you received 
published in the official German newspaper, Herzog these disks, we realized that they were not fully 
became more informed about the Nazi plans for "racial satisfactory .... Next came acetate coated disks, but I 
purity" than were most Americans, and of course grew am rather glad that I did not attempt any further 
alarmed about the welfare of his friends and family in copying for the Museum since these disks also wear 
Europe. down; the quality is uneven, they suffer through 

When it became apparent that the warehouses where humidity, etc .... Recording on wire was 
some of the materials from the Berlin Phonogramm- unsatisfactory from the outset .... During the last 
Archiv had been stored were bombed in the final days of few years ... tape recording made considerable 
the war, and a portion of its large cylinder collection advances; we know more about the durability of 
shipped to Leningrad by the Russians who occupied [this] medium although cautious people s[t]ill say 
Berlin, Herzog wrote his European contacts and tried to and I say with them that we did not have them long 
gather together any of the Berlin materials that had not enough on shelves to know how long their shel[f] life 
been confiscated or destroyed. In the early 1950s, for is .... 13 

example, he acquired von Hornbostel's worldwide 
collection of instruments. 12 

He also attempted to help members of the Archiv who 
had been forced into hiding during the war, and he was 

It is unfortunate that Herzog's career ended as plastic 
tape came on the market because thirty years later, sound 
archivists still use tape as their primary preservation 



medium. Though Herzog's personal story is one of much 
disappointment, we are today the beneficiaries of his 
tenacity. His recorded materials form the core collection 
in the largest university-based sound archives in the 
world. In an academic discipline destabilized by a world
wide economic depression and the rise of Nazism in 
Europe, Herzog's central position in ethnomusicology 
during this difficult period of transition enabled him to 
track the relocation of ethnographic sound documents on 
both sides of the Atlantic. His explication of problems 
surrounding the conservation of sound helps us to 
understand how ethnomusicologists throughout history 
have struggled with the limitations of their recording 
technology. Herzog's collection of manuscripts, catalogs, 
journals and correspondence are the legacy of an avid 
collector; they are a time capsule, providing us with a 
coherent view into a complex period of history. 

1. George Herzog to Thomas Whitney Surette, 18 April 1927. 
2. Herzog to Surette, ibid. 
3. See four-page brochure issued by the Fairchild Aerial 

Camera Corporation. 
4. See Walter C. Garwick to Edward Sapir, 16 February 1933. 
5. See five-page typed "Memorandum for Dr. Sapir," n.d. [ca. 

November 1932] 
6. See George Herzog, "The Collections of Phonograph 

Records in North America and Hawaii," Zeitschrift fUr 
vergleichende Musikwissenschaft I (1933): 58 if. 

7. See two-page letter marked "Circular" in George Herzog's 
handwriting. Yale University Institute of Human Relations 
letterhead, n.d. [ca. January 1933] 

8. See two-page typed list, "Materials for a Phonograph 
Records Collections," dated in Herzog's handwriting, 
January 13, 1933. 

9. See Alfred Kroeber to George Herzog, 5 April 1933. 
10. See seven-page brochure, "Soundscriber," issued by the 

Sound Specialties Company and letters, Lincoln Thompson 
to George Herzog, 21 November 1936; 20 February 1937, 
and 6 August 1938. 

11. See letter, George Herzog to Charles Seeger, 2 October 
1945. 

12. These instruments are preserved in the William Hammond 
Mathers Museum at Indiana University. 

13. See four-page typed letter fragment, George Herzog to 
"Dear Harry," n.d. [ca. 1954]. 

The Papers of George Herzog 
Marilyn Graf 

In February of 1985, the Archives purchased the 
research and correspondence files, the recordings and 
documentation, and the personal library of George 
Herzog from his estate. For nearly thirty years the 
Archives housed most of the materials in a hundred or so 
"Herzog boxes," which remained his property. No one 
had permission to open the boxes or to examine their 
contents. 

In his later years Dr. Herzog wished to donate his 
papers to the Archives. Legal difficulties prevented such 
an arrangement. After his death, some legal questions 
remained, but once they were resolved, the Archives 

obtained at last the remaining papers of its founder. 
I first met Dr. Herzog in 1970 and saw him last in 1975. 

Since I am the only present member of the staff to have 
known him, and because I have dealt directly with 
Archives' documentation for the past fifteen years, it 
seemed reasonable that I examine, sort, and classify his 
documents. An inventory list to the boxes existed, so I 
expected no surprises. I was surprised. 

The inventories did not suggest the detailed 
information or the careful documentation to recordings 
made by Dr. Herzog and others. I discovered several 
hundred music transcriptions made by Dr. Herzog 
throughout his career. Those transcriptions corresponded 
to his own recordings and those of his colleagues and 
students. 

Transcription requires time and skill, and was a 
particularly valuable strength of Dr. Herzog in his 
research. It is only a slight exaggeration to say that he 
transcribed all the recordings he ever made. He 
apparently spent considerable time transcribing 
recordings made by others. For four separate collections 
of Frank Speck Dr. Herzog did transcriptions, as he did 
for the recordings made by Franz Boas of the Kwakiutl 
Indians. 

From Dr. Herzog's correspondence we have been able 
for the first time to identify accurately dates, locations, 
songs, and genres in collections which have long 
perplexed Archives catalogers. Field workers wrote to Dr. 
Herzog about their progress and kept him informed. For 
several collections this exchange provides our only 
documentation and solves more than one mystery. 

The Archives will offer the hundreds of books and 
pamphlets in Dr. Herzog's personal library to the Lilly 
Library, the Main Library, and the Music Library at 
Indiana University. His acetate and aluminum disc 
recordings we have kept to integrate with existing 
collections or to catalog as new acquisitions. We will 
document and rerecord those materials as a part of an 
NEH project to duplicate original field recordings made 
on discs. 

The following list identifies the collections for which 
the Herzog papers provide the most significant 
information or documentation. 

Adamson, Thelma, and Franz Boas (Pre'54-131-F) 
Washington, Salish Indians, 1927. Music 
transcriptions prepared by George Herzog, and 
transcriptions and translations of song texts written 
by Franz Boas. 

Boas, Franz [and John Comfort Fillmore?], [1893?], and 
Julie Averkieva, 1930. (Pre'54-035-F) 

[Chicago?] and British Columbia, Vancouver Island, 
Ft. Rupert, Kwakiutl Indians. Transcriptions of 
Kwakiutl song texts by Franz Boas. 

____ , and John Comfort Fillmore(?) (Pre-54-121-F) 
Chicago(?), Kwakiutl Indians, 1893(?) Transcriptions 
of Kawkiutl texts prepared by Franz Boas. 

____ , and George Herzog (Pre'54-235-F) 
New York, Kwakiutl Indians, 1938. George Herzog's 
music and text transcriptions of material performed 
by Dan Cranmer, a Kwakiutl Indian, during a visit to 
Columbia University. 


